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1.TECHNICAL PARAMETER

* Strip Qty:     4
* Each Strip Length:   1.6ft
* LED Qty:    15 LEDs per strip
* LED Type:    SMD 5050
* Beam angle:    120 degree
* Waterproof:    No
* Color:    RGB
* Input Voltage:   5V

RF Remote Controller:
* 16 Static Color Keys
* 4 Dynamic Mode Keys - Flash, Strobe, Fade, Smooth
* 2 Brightness Keys
* ON, OFF Keys

2.       ATTENTION

1.In order to avoid falling off, please ensure the surface is 

dry and free from dust before you install the strip lights.

2.Keep the arrows in the same direction as shown in the 

above figure when you connect the strips together.

3.Please remove the transparent electrical insulation piece 

from the remote control before using.

4.INSTALLATION OPTION

For 32 to 42 in TV, please take a few minutes to think 

about which option is better for your TV.

LIGHTING PROGRAM OPERATING MANUAL

LIGHTING PROGRAM OPERATING MANUAL

LIGHTING PROGRAM OPERATING MANUAL

3.CONNECTION DIAGRAM

View Installation Instruction Video on our Youtube 
Channel - hedorance.



Dear customer, 

Thank you for purchasing our USB LED TV Backlight. 

We are a growing company and appreciate every purchase. We strive to ensure that all of 

our customers are completely satisfied, and it is our hope that you truly are. 

If for whatever reason you have any problems about our products or services, please feel 

free to contact us. Our email address is service@hedorance.com. Your satisfaction is our 

eternal pursuit! We will with the sincerity, honesty and passion to serve every customer. 

Your recognition and support is the greatest encouragement for us. And it is our inexhaust-

ible source of growth. If you are satisfied with our products and services, we hope you can 

leave us a product review on Amazon at your convenience. 

Your sharing will be a guidance for more customers, and we believe that they will thank you 

for your contribution. And we will highly appreciate it.

Once again thank you for your trust and support!

Have a great day!

Sincerely,

HEDORANCE Customer Service Team 

Website : www.hedorance.com Facebook : @hedorance

YouTube : hedoranceE-mail : service@hedorance.com

Thank you for choosing Hedorance. 

To extend your warranty, please register your 

warranty card on http://www.hedorance.com.

Online Warranty Card


